
Katie x Bodie Litter 

Birth Date: Anticipated July 2020
 
Welcome to the family! Each and every Royal Flush Brittany is special to us, a part of our extended family that we enjoy keeping
in touch with and watching grow up.  We hope to form a long time friendship with each of our puppy buyers.  Please know that
we will always be able to answer questions and offer guidance and support throughout your dog's lifetime and beyond!
 

Your puppy from Royal Flush Farms comes with a unconditional lifetime guarantee.  
If for any reason you cannot or do not wish to keep your dog at any time, please contact us.  We will take the dog back and refund

your purchase price at any time for any reason.

 

Katie OFA
Hips: Excellent
Elbows: Normal
Advanced Cardiac: Normal
Patella: Normal
Eyes: Normal
CHIC #:  137121
 
Embark DNA: Clear and not a
carrier for all 170 + tested
conditions
 

Bodie OFA
Hips: Good
Elbows: Normal
Advanced Cardiac: Pending
Patella: Normal
Eyes: Pending
CHIC #: Pending
 
Embark DNA: Clear and not a
carrier for all 170 + tested
conditions
 
 

Anticipated Pups: 
 
We are excited for the upcoming litter by Royal Flush Rockabilly Blues (Bodie) out of
Royal Flush Honky Tonk Girl (Katie).  Both are hard charging, stylish bird dogs, with
range and nose to spare.  A perfect dog for those wild bird hunters or the most
discerning weekend warrior. 
 
We expect unbeatable companion and competition quality pups.  We expect pups
with attractive and functional conformation built for ease of movement and
athleticism.  We expect pups on the larger size and in the #30-40 range for weight. 
Pups should have immense style, desire, intelligence, and plenty of natural point and
retrieve.  High level of intelligence and biddable pups in the field.  In the home we
anticipate attentive, easily trained, even-tempered pups, with a sweet, goofy
demeanor, affectionate, fun-loving, and medium energy level.   Hunting range
expected to be gun dog to shooting dog.
 



 
Pedigree: This litter is combining two incredibly powerful pedigrees that combine true bird
hunting ability, retrieve, stamina, style, range, and willingness to please.  
 
Katie is a dog we bred who is a direct daughter of 2x NGDC NAGDC FC AFC High Hopes
Dark Nite. High Hopes Dark Nite has won Nationals 3 times and has 5 National
Placements. Behind "Joe" is a blue blooded pedigree chocked full of HOF dogs such as
NFC DC AFC Gambler's Ace in the Hole and FC AFC Rimarda's Trademark. Joe is a result
of a breeding of two Nationally titled dogs and his dam will likely also be a HOF dog.
Katie's mother's side is extremely well NSTRA bred although it will not show on an AKC
pedigree. Her maternal grandsire is 11x NSTRA Ch Split Creek Medicine Man and on her
mother's side is 10x NSTRA CH Windswept's Clay Bullet.
 
Bodie is also a dog we bred as a cross country breeding.  His sire, 2x American Field Champion/ 3x
R-U Champion, GFC FC AFC Firestarter's Crossed the Line is a well known all age dog in the
midwest owned by Andi Christensen of CO.  Ty, as he's known is a fierce all age competitor with
well over 100 field trial wins.  Ty ended 2018 by being named the top all age dog of all breeds
Piper's dam is a female we own who was our top producing bitch by the well known and highly
decorated NGDC NAGDC FC AFC Peter Gunn.  We have Bodie's littermate sister who is in hunt test
training and a littermate sister owned by client and friend Rich Guzowski who is a top all age
competitor coming up soon with Ed Tillson of Tequila Kennels as well.
 
Dogs Afield: 
 
Bodie is a powerful, fast, naturally forward, and honest dog in the field.  He has a large gun dog to
shooting dog range but handles kindly and adjusts according to the terrain and foot versus
horseback handling.  He is staunch, intense, and stylish on point with plenty of confidence and a
high head and tail.  Bodie was a simple dog to break as he exhibits tons of natural steadiness and
came out of the process with range and style. He will continue to pursue his FC and AFC in the
coming years.  Although young, Bodie is a dog who can get some range but you can expect for him
to stand his bird honestly.  He will handle well and looks to know where you are even when he
gets some distance.  He had one litter of pups so far that he passed along attractive pups with
retrieve, pointing instinct, and drive.  They are biddable, intelligent, and has people wanting
more :)
 
Katie is a fast, forward, snappy, and intense dog in the field. She is very intelligent,
stylish with a 12 o'clock tail and points high and tight. Katie has an excellent nose and
quite a bit of mental toughness which can be missing in some of the Brittany's. She
handles pressure well and has a ton of desire as a non-stop bird dog. Along with the
mental toughness comes a little bit of stubbornness but she handles like a true
gentleman's gun dog. She can use a little e-collar reminder every once in a while to stick
with us as she wants to take you to the birds versus hunting where you want to go - but
who's mistake is that anyway if she knows where the birds are? She is a dog that
naturally knows where and how to hunt birds and doesn't like to waste time getting you
to them!
 
 



In the home:
 
Bodie is an easy dog to live with in terms of a low energy level in the home.  He is a total "light
switch" dog who turns it off in the home and turns into a soft, calm, and much less intense
version of himself.  Bodie is very sweet and mild mannered.  If you meet him in the home and
never saw him hunt you wouldn't think he was worth much in the field.  His house manners are
completely opposite the dog in the field - he is low energy and nearly timid as he slyly sides up
next to you and politely asks for a pat.  He is a gentle spirit but fun-loving, and just sweet
temperament make him a popular dog with those who meet him.   He loves attention, is playful,
fun-loving, but is a serious dog as well.  He will play but doesn't like to get too out of hand and
would prefer quietly chewing a bone or being petted.
 
 Katie is a part time house dog no fault of her own just too many to keep in the house at all
times! She is a fun, affectionate, sassy, and highly intelligent girl who also gets along with
everyone. She is a medium energy dog who will lay quietly and much on a bone but can also
get a little excited when the dogs get to playing she will be right in the mix! She loves baths
(hairdryers are her favorite), and is a playful and attentive dog. As I mentioned in her
description hunting she can have a tiny bit of a stubborn streak but nothing exceptionally
unusual for a female - just a little more opinionated of a girl. The mental toughness in the
field is a great thing and never caused issues in the home with housebreaking or general
manners but sometimes you have to tell her twice!  She lives for attention and loves sitting with you
and getting belly rubs.
 
Overview: 
 
We expect top quality pups that will excel as true gentleman's gun dogs for hunting/companion
homes and are well suited as NSTRA, hunt tests, or field trials.  They should have plenty of desire
and stamina to hunt hard all day but be easily managed and maintained in the home.   We look
forward to bold, attentive, intelligent, focused, and biddable pups with the health and longevity
to be your upland partner and loving companion for many years to come! 
 
Timeline to Go Home:  Approximately August 6, 2020
 
Price: $1200 / $200 to hold spot on waitlist with $1000 due at the time of pickup
 
Included in Price:  Puppies will have tails docked and dewclaws removed as per breed standard
and receive FFP (Fresh Frozen Plasma) as a neonate.  Puppies will be AKC registered,
microchipped, and have age appropriate vaccinations (including kennel cough) and deworming. 
Puppy kit to include folder with paperwork, pedigrees, copy of breed standard, health records,
toys, treats and chews and a bag of food included.   We raise our pups in our home following a
combination of the Avidog and Puppy Culture Programs.  They are exceptionally well socialized.  
We are happy to discuss our socialization and desensitization processes and protocols! We now
utilize a science based auditory stimulation program to introduce puppies to sounds like gunfire,
fireworks, and thunderstorms. 
 






